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Editor’s Commentary
This semester has certainly picked up its pace and
has seen most of the NTU/NIE student teachers
going about their Practicum.
In this issue of Voices, we step into the world
of teachers who have been there and done that.
Yet in their hearts, the flames still burn steadily
and their spirits are as high as soaring eagles. Read
about their secrets to keeping the passion for
teaching alive through all the trials of a teaching
career.
There are lessons to be learnt from every aspect
of life, be it in simple water sports activities or
through the experiences of our peers as they
journey through unexpected terrains.

INSIDE:
ATTUNE

BSc Club

As we go through our everyday lives, may we
be enlightened to learn something new everyday
– for we, being educators, pass them on to our
students.
My best wishes to you, my fellow colleagues,
on the road to becoming your own educator at the
end of your journey.

Sincerely,
Noorhafidah Bte M.H.
TTC Publications Officer
Editor-in-Chief of NIE Voices
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FREQUENCY

NTU’S 50TH ANNIVERSARY: An Evening of Stars

N

TU had one of its 50th
Anniversary celebrations
at the Changi Expo for
NTU’s faculty and staff with a
theme appropriate for a star.
The event was graced by our
very own Minister for Education,
Mr Tharman Shanmugaratnam.
Dr Su Guaning, President of
NTU, started the ball rolling by
giving a speech in which he
thanked NTU’S faculty
Nanyang
and staff ‘for tirelessly
Awards
infusing ideas, passion
2005
Humanity
and entrepreneurship
throughout the
Yunnan Garden
campus and for doing
the work which has
brought the University
this far.’

An Evening of Stars
was held to honour the
NTU’s faculty, staff and
students with the 2005
Excellence in Teaching
Awards and the
inaugural Nanyang
Awards. In addition, it
was also to recognize the
dedication and
The T-Team with Director and A/P D'Rozario
commitment of NTU and
NIE faculty with Long Service
launched this year, in conjunction
Awards.
with NTU's 50th Anniversary
A certainly fun filled evening celebrations. The Nanyang Awards
full of entertainment and glorious were given in recognition and
food as NTU turned 50 with all its celebration of the outstanding
grace and charm.
achievements and contributions of
Let us all shoot for the stars!
faculty, staff and students.
The International ServiceLearning T-Team to Sri Lanka,
The Nanyang Awards
which consisted of 14 participants
The inaugural awards was
led by Siva Gopal Thaiyalan and
Award Winners
Lau Ban Hwee, made National
Institute of Education proud by
winning the Nanyang Team
Award for Humanity. The
Nanyang Award winners received
a trophy, a certificate of
commendation and cash. The cash
portion of the Award was shared
among team members. The design
of the trophy was inspired by the

outspread wings of an eagle in
flight. The majesty, grace and
power of the soaring eagle
represents the desire to fulfill our
mission in a borderless domain.
The award symbolizes a deep
sense of passion and a singleminded resolve to overcome
obstacles and achieve excellence.
The T-Team went on a service
learning expedition to Welligama,
one of the Tsunami-stricken areas
in Sri Lanka. They helped to
rebuild Polwatta School by setting
up a Netball Court, supplying
netball skills to its students and
providing educational soft skills
to both its teachers and students.
Apart from that, the T-team also
helped to build beds and shelves
for some of the Tsunami-stricken
victims at a campsite at
Kathaluwe.

By Noorhafidah, TTC

Long Service Award – 30 Years Passion Award
Dr Agnes Chang Shook Cheong
Associate Professor
Psychological Studies
Passion Award – 30 Years Service
How do you feel upon receiving
this 30 Years Passion Award?
I’m so busy so I did not really have
the time to think about it.
Well, time certainly has
changed and we have moved on
in terms of research such as in
Thinking strategies and skills,
Metacognition and Philosophy
for children. We are constantly
learning new strategies to use and
train young minds. Basically I am
very happy with my current
situation.
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Importantly, we must have the
commitment to develop Singapore.
Along the way, I took up
consultancy in Hongkong, Macau,
China and Vietnam, and the
experiences have really opened up
my eyes to our students’s needs. .
I am currently working with
students from China and I see their
determination and diligence. You
must always be prepared to give
them (your students) your best.
I’m over 60 and I’m glad to work
and still be able to contribute to
my society.
I chose teaching because it is
fulfilling. My ex students often
come and meet me and they are
already in their 50s. I am at peace

and at ease with myself that I lasted
long enough and did not give up.
What keeps you going and where
do you find all that energy?
I have been involved with
MENDAKI for over 10 years.
I am now serving on the
EXCO of the Singapore Children’s
Society and am also the Deputy
Chair of the Social Work Service
Standing Committee of SCS. I
meet children who are helpless,
needing encouragement, belief
and faith in self. For example, I
had a student who failed his
Science every year. He cheated in
one of my tests. I asked him why
and he told me that he wanted to

FREQUENCY

Kabirdas Perumal
Corporate Support Officer, SPCS
Passion Award – 30 Years Service

Please share with us your
good and bad experiences in
these 30 years.
Well, there are bound to be
good or bad experiences
regardless of where you
work. My working life is the
same as people who are
working as teachers or
nurses. Basically, the things
that you do must come from
your heart and you must do
it with a passion. My job is to
help management and
provide mail services for all
the staff.

pass the paper so badly. So I told
him to study again and gave him
a retest and he failed by a mark
but I gave him that 1 mark and he
was so surprised that he could
finally pass. Since then, he has
never failed in his science tests.
For his ‘O’ levels, he passed his
Science with a credit. It’s a matter
of belief and trust.
Do you have any advice for
student teachers?
It rests on your attitude towards
life. I trust that I did my best and
I had proven myself. Do not
always have a negative attitude
or thinking that you are always
the victim in your surroundings.

What are your future plans?
It is difficult for me to step out of
my job right now unless of course
I wish to do something on my
own. Currently I have no plans
but anything can happen.
However, throughout my years in
NIE, I have met many beautiful
people and served many directors
such as the late Dr Ruth Wong. I
had been at the old campus at
Patterson Road when it used to
flood. Now we have shifted to our
current location.
How do you feel upon receiving
this award?
I feel very honoured and grateful
to NIE. Throughout my 30 years
in service, I have learned many
things; learned the meaning of
acceptance and the importance of
improving myself at every
opportunity. I believe one should
keep on learning. I am a changed
man. I have picked up a lot from
my experiences.

Just try your best and live up to
expectations.
You must have two loves: for
children and the subject you will
be teaching, otherwise you will be
miserable.
I report to work at 6:45 in the
morning and will only leave NIE
at 5.45pm. After 12 to 13 hours, I
am still perky. I sleep very well
because I only go to sleep when
my things are completed. I did not
join teaching to be a millionaire
and I do not call myself a professor
as I still regard myself as a teacher.
Your students must come first.
Love your job and your students
although you may not always like
their behaviour.

Excellence in Teaching
Award
Mr Toh Tin Lam
Mathematics/Mathematics Education
Academic Group

Please share with us your
feelings upon receiving this
award.
It is an encouragement for me to
receive this award. It also
conveys the message to me that
while it is important for me to
conduct “good” lessons, it is also
important to ensure that the
lessons that I planned for my
students are really useful and
relevant to them.
I believe I have committed
the mistake of imposing on
students what I think is
important for them, rather than
what is really important for
them.
What does this award mean to
you and what are your plans for
the future?
As mentioned above, this award
is an encouragement for me. It
also means that I need to reflect
more carefully on how I should
work on my weakness in my
teaching practice, to really work
towards “excellence in teaching”.
Plans for the future – For
teaching: no special plans, but
need to continue to ensure that
the lessons are useful and
relevant to the trainee teachers.
As I am dealing mainly with the
teacher trainees and in-service
teachers, it would also mean that
I need to know the education
system better in order to make
myself relevant.

How do you keep the passion
for teaching alive?
If a teacher sees oneself as
teaching a subject, then it is likely
that his/her passion will burn
out. However, if one sees oneself
as teaching people, and that
every single individual is
distinct, then it is likely that one
will work out different strategies
each time to ensure one’s
students obtain maximum
benefit from one’s lessons. After
each lesson, one reflects on how
one could rectify any mistakes
and improve on each lesson. This
is how a teacher learns as he/she
teaches. I believe that is one way
to keep one’s passion alive as
there is always lots of learning
points.
Do you have any advice for
student teachers?
Two points which I hope to share
with the student teachers:
Do not burn out your passion
for teaching (as what I described
in Q3 above);
Do not burn out your energy in
teaching – while it is important
to be hardworking, it is also
important to have a balanced
lifestyle. A hardworking and
uninteresting teacher might not
be as good a role model to
students than a teacher with a
more thinking and cheerful
character.

VOICES congratulates all NIE Teachers of the Year 2005:
A/P Rebecca Ang, Ast/P Roksana Bibi Abdullah and
Ast/P Toh Tin Nam. Well done Professors!
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ATTUNE

NIE Townsville Celebrates
Its 7th STP Day In Style

By Muhammad Irwan Bin Jamal

B

eing small does not mean that you are no good. In fact, this
small population which is made up of the different ethnic
groups, has a tighter bond than any other course. You have the
power and it is up to you to shine and show the rest of the world what
you are made of.
An excerpt taken from Director of NIE, Prof Leo Tan’s opening
address at the NIE Townsville’s 7th STP Day held at Townsville
Campus.
The Special Training Programme in Mother Tongue Language
(STP) was first launched in 1997. In an attempt to attract and train
more Mother Tongue Language teachers, the STP is the ideal
programme to meet the growing demands and standards of the
education system, especially in the Mother Tongue Language.
The STP Day serves to mark the excellent academic achievements
and the inspiring contributions of its trainees. 8 years have passed
and the nostalgia was evident in the concert hall. The audience was

treated to a flashback to memory lane and a spectacle of eclectic
performances. The Chinese unit started off the evening with a
traditionally graceful, “Hong Chou Wu” dance. This was followed by
a scintillating “Bangsawan” item put up by the Malay unit and later
rounded up by the highly entertaining skit cum dance by the Tamil
unit.
The highlight of the evening was the launching of “Unity in
Diversity”, an anthology of short stories, poems and essays manifesting
the artistic and intellectual abilities of the STP trainees. Dubbed as an
important milestone by Prof Leo Tan, this book is proof of the potential
and talents of the STP trainees to excel. It is a testament to the solid
progress made in this programme.
Ending the evening was a poetry recital in the three languages and a
highly charged fusion dance conjured up by the three units. Packed
with exquisitely crafted dance moves and backed by pumped up
ethnic beats, it was the perfect finale to cap off a splendid evening.

Drama Competition: Chinnanchiru Maedai
By Zaynab Rahman

T

The children all geared up
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he Tamil Language Club of National
Institute of Education has been organizing
Chinnanchiru Maedai, a drama
competition for the past two years. The success
of the event in the last two years has lead to its
continuity. This is TLC/NIE’s biggest annual
project that establishes a close tie between the
primary schools and NIE itself. The project also
helps extend NIE’s brand name amongst the
public and schools.
The drama competition targeted at the upper
primary level, aims to bring out the acting talents
amongst our youths. 30 schools were expected

to participate and support in this event. This
event lays the pathway for young Singapore
Indians to use the spoken Tamil with confidence
and comfort. Through this event the
participants will gain exposure on acting and
further develop their capacity.
As organizers, our TLC/NIE members
will be learn a wide range of skills such as
organizing, managing and communicating.
The event will further foster a stronger bond
amongst the NIE Tamil community and
a cooperative working attitude will be
nurtured.

ATTUNE

BSc Club

By Renne Yuanna Sulaiman

I

t has been an eventful year for BSc club.
We have organised many events and
activities such as BA/BSc Orientation
where we welcomed our first year student
teachers into our big family, BSc Retreat
where the club had lots of fun at a chalet
in Pasir Ris, BSc Bazaar where we set up
booths to create awareness and fund raise
for our club and Teachers’ Day
Appreciation where we made thank you
notes for our lecturers and left goodies in
their pantries to thank them for their
hard work.

For the past few June and December
holidays, BSc Club and NCSS (National
Council of Social Services) have worked
hand-in-hand to organise the Sharity
Camp. Targeted for primary school
children, this two-day camp aims to
educate the participants about the different
forms of disabilities and the various ways
of helping the less fortunate through the
fun activities and visits to charity
organisations. As facilitators for the camps,
BSc Club members, together with
volunteers from NIE, get to experience
something memorable as we interact with

the children while learning a thing or two.
Recently this October, BSc club was also part
of the Sharity Carnival which was in
celebration of Children’s Day and Sharity
Elephant’s birthday held at the Singapore
Zoo and we were mainly involved in a
simplified version of “The Amazing Race”
where teams were a mix of children from
Singapore School for the Deaf and those from
normal-stream schools.
Another big event for BSc club was the
NIHKIE trip from 5th Dec to 10th Dec 2005.
In order to raise funds for this trip, we had
cookies baking sessions and sold yummy

cookies to our friends and families. The aim
of this trip was to broaden the experience of
student teachers through the exploration of
the Hong Kong’s education system. Fourteen
student teachers had many learning
opportunities from 2 primary schools and
Singapore International School that the team
visited. Another place that they visited was
the Hong Kong Institute of Education, where
we got to interact and share with fellow
aspiring trainees and lecturers. The
hospitable trainees and lecturers and the
well-equipped facilities the Institute owned
left a palpable impression on the team.
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ATTUNE

EDUCATION —

The Green Way

By Jabbar

T

he NIE Green Club’s main driving force
is nature education. The club’s activities
revolve around educating the children
and student teachers about native ecosystems in Singapore and through structured
nature based activities, to help raise
awareness and appreciation for the natural
beauty that surrounds us. We are also looking
at making our NIE butterfly garden an
attractive and interactive place for nature
lovers and students alike.
This year, the Green Club has been
helping the Nature Society ( Singapore)
Education Group in nature education
outreach. One of these activities was
educating the young participants on bats at
Kent Ridge Park.
In this outing, the participants played
games that helped them identify the various
species of bats and how bats moved, as well
as watching a wayang kulit (shadow play)
on bats and their roles in the overall scheme
of things in our eco system. The highlight of
the day must have been when we carefully
mist-netted some bats along the canopy
boardwalk to bring these unique and
wonderful creatures closer to the children.
Other activities that we have helped the
NSS Education Group with are Fun with
Figs, Fun with Dolphins and Fun with Orang
Utans.
This 2006, we have lots of exciting events
coming up in our calendar. For starters, the

Dolphins are more beautiful in the wild.

Green Club will be part of the NTUCAC’s
Arts from the Heart program where we will
be putting up the wayang kulit play on bats.
We will also be conducting walks throughout
the semester (January – May) at various
locations such as around NIE itself, the
Botanic Gardens and Bukit Timah Nature
Reserve, to name a few. During these walks,
we will be giving you information on how
to identify the different species of trees, shrubs

Leaf printing of figs using poster colour paint

and flowers which we believe will help in
your future careers as teachers and to help
all of us appreciate nature a bit more.
Our main event this year will be opening
up our butterfly garden to the schools where
school students can come in and interact with
the mini ecosystem that we have created and
have a hands on experience and learn the
interdependent relationship between
butterflies and the plants.
For more information on our upcoming
activities and for membership, email Jabbar
at NS8208723J@mail.nie.edu.sg or Jarrod at
jarrod0203@pacific.net.sg
Kids participating in FUN with Dolphins activities
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ATTUNE

De Can-Teen Project
with Shuqun Secondary School

By Sulaiman

The Project

I

n continuation of NIE Service Learning Club’s
(SLC) collaboration with Shuqun Secondary
School, we were approached by the school to
assist class 2A to revamp Shuqun’s canteen. It
was a massive undertaking, with aims to repaint

the whole canteen, installing mural drawings
and expression pillars. It would be a
meaningful endeavour by this group of NIE
mentors. Here are their reflections!

Reflections
Students at work

Participating in the project is a sure
way for me to get to know fellow NIE
trainees at a deeper level. Now that the
bond has being established, we can be
assured of more coffee breaks! I had a
memorable experience, simply because,
I had learnt and discovered.
— Soh MeiQi, Yr 2, Dip in Edn (General)

After seeing the completion of the painted
wall which my admin team were tasked to do,
a sense of satisfaction filled my heart…seeing
some of them giving their best and coming
out of their comfort zones made me realise
that the time spent with them was worth it.
— Chua Lay Peng, Angeline, Yr 2,
Dip in Edn (General)
What is service learning?

Being involved in the Shuqun Canteen
Project is definitely an eye opener…
— Goh Swee Hong Geraldine, Yr 2,
Dip in Edn (General)

The project’s title has a significant meaning behind it. And that is when its title, Can
- teen is reversed; it leads to Teen - Can. It also leads to the aim of the entire project,
creating a sense of responsibility in the teens that they too can make a difference. As
a whole, it was truly a valuable experience for me. I strongly encourage other fellow
trainees to join such projects in the future.
— Sharon d/o Kanasain, Yr 2, Dip in Edn (General)

Nanyang Alumni Service Award
VOICES congratulates Mr Siva Gopal s/o Thaiyalan!

M

r Siva Gopal s/o Thaiyalan
certainly needs no
introduction. He organized
and led many student activities such as
the youth expedition projects to
neighbouring countries when he was
in NIE from the year 2001 to 2005. He
started NIE’s Service Learning Club,
which organises projects to develop
holistic teachers and was the first
chairman of NIE’s Physical Education
and Sports Science Club. He was
awarded the Rotary International Gold
Medal for best all-round student for

leadership and dedication to student
activities when he completed his
Diploma in Physical Education in 2003.
He continued to pursue a Bachelor of
Science (Education) and won the
Passion Award for outstanding service
to the NIE community. In June last year,
he led a team to Sri Lanka for tsunami
rebuilding efforts, for which they
received the inaugural Nanyang Award
for Humanity 2005. This year, Siva
received the Nanyang Alumin Service
Award from Senior Minister Goh Chok
Tong. Well done, Siva!

Mr Siva Gopal s/o Thaiyalan
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TEACHER TALK

THE GRAND WELCOME CEREMONY
By Shazwani

Professor Leo Tan, Director of National Institute of
Education delivering an inspiring speech.

T

he Nanyang auditorium buzzed with
excitement from the “freshies” of all the
different education programs.
The event began with a speech by
Professor Leo Tan, Director of National
Institute of Education, whose sense of humor
cheered us all. This was followed by two
fascinating presentations from our recently
graduated NIE students, who gave us
interesting and meaningful insights on what
life in NIE was going to be like.
The following items that were presented
– the NIE corporate video and the presentation
on the various clubs in NIE, gave us the
necessary bits of information we needed to
assist us in our new career journey.
After the formal introduction to NIE
campus and life, the performances began.
First up was a fashion show put together by

Teachers’ Fiesta 2005

T

eacher’s Day ala Teachers’ Fiesta was celebrated with a bang
in NIE on 31st August 2005. It was held in conjunction with
Teachers’ Day. To start the ball rolling, Keming Primary,
Jurong Primary and Serangoon Garden South School showcased
their various projects presented at an ExCEL (Excellence through
Continous Enterprise and Learning)
convention in July 2005. Bio-Acoustics
project, known as the Dolphin Project.
To top it off, a bazaar featuring a wide
variety of products by clubs, student
teachers and charitable organizations
were also organized. A concert
performance saw Woodlands Primary
School rendering a Handbell Ensemble,
an award winning play entitled ‘Jack
and the Bean Stall’ (adapted from a well
known fairytale of a similar name) put
up by the pupils of Marsiling Primary
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NIE students. It was not to showcase the
latest Gucci or Versace style, but to inform
us “freshies” on dressing guidelines at NIE.
Next up, was a sizzling hot salsa dance
by a pair of NTU students, dressed in
shimmery and sexy outfits. Their sensual
moves and sways left us hanging to the edge
of our seats. The performances were not all
by our very own students because two
groups of primary school students, looking
all adorable in different traditional costumes
left us in awe with their remarkable dance
and choir performance. Thank you Marsiling
Primary School and Woodlands Ring Primary
School!
The ceremony soon came to an end, with
an excellent spread of food outside the
auditorium.
Welcome to Teaching.

By Noorhafidah

School. NTU Cultural Activities Club also graced the event by
performing a guitar ensemble and an item on teacher culture by student
teachers. Awards were also presented at the ceremony. Together with
10 other candidates, former Trainee Teachers’ Club President Ms
Sharon Eng and previous Service Learning Club Chairman Mr Siva
Gopal s/o Thaiyalan received the 2005
Passion Award, given to final year student
teachers for their dedication and service
to the NIE community during their course
of study. The NIE Club Gold Award goes
to Service Learning Club (SLC). The Malay
Language & Cultural Society (MLCS) and
Chinese Language Education and Research
(Clear) Club were the recipients for the
Silver awards. The NIE Club Awards
recognise the various student associations
for their role in promoting a vibrant student
life on campus.

TEACHER TALK

SingaTouch IX

S

ingaTouch IX, a 5-day event, was
one of the most unforgettable and
culturally enriching experiences for
fourteen lucky participants.
Plans for the day were only told to us
when the events were to be carried out.
During the first two days, we visited cultural
venues such as Little India and Kampung
Ubi. We gained knowledge about the four

main cultures in Singapore, from learning the
art of Chinese calligraphy to making ketupats.
Lesson learnt: Patience is a virtue and
teamwork is indispensable.
SingaTouch was also a program that
tugged your heartstrings. We had a fruitful,
and eye-opening experience on how hard life
was in Singapore during the World War II.
During our visit to the Eurasian Association,
three POWs were invited to tell us their
experience. Inevitably, there were tears,
sorrow, anger, pain and many indescribable
feelings that words could not do justice for.
We also had to undergo an experience, which
made us shed tears. Shonanto, it was called.
There were no scripts, and all that was given
was a brief background of the roles in which
we were supposed to act out.
We showcased what we had learnt of the
four main cultures in Singapore during our

trips to the cultural venues. Many
reflections were done, and it was during
these sessions where we sought deep
into ourselves and shared the trials and
tribulations of our lives with one another.
SingaTouch was an
enriching experience, one
which gave knowledge and
lessons for us to remember
for a lifetime. We came back
to Singapore, with hearts
and minds raring to face life By Nadia Azilla
Binte Rahman
in a different perspective.

PROMISING MALAY-Muslim Youth Award

T

he Promising Malay-Muslim Youth
Award aim to recognise, rewards
and encourage youths to excel in
non-academic fields such as the
performing and visual arts, sports and
other creative industries. It aims to provide
inspiration to the Malay-Muslim
community by identifying and recognizing
outstanding youths who can be role
Muhammad Sulaimanmodels in the community.” - Mr Nizam
Chairperson of the Service
Idris, Chairman of the Goh Chok Tong
Learning (S-L) Club
Youth Promise Award Committee. Voices
spoke to Muhammad Sulaiman, Chairperson of the Service Learning (S-L)
Club, who was selected to be one of the top ten finalists for the Promising
Malay-Muslim Youth Award.

What does this award mean to you?
“It provides me with the impetus to further my service learning
journeys and meet similarly passionate individuals. In receiving this
award, I do not see it as a form of recognition of my 'achievements',
but more as an affirmation that such efforts towards service learning
and global awareness do not go unnoticed in society. The interview
and selection process for this award gave me a chance to meet and
network with many inspiring people in our community and allowed
me to draw inspiration and drive for my own passion. Lastly, on a
more personal note, I hope that this award will be an avenue for me
to share with everyone that we all have a second chance in life, and
I am thankful for this, and this expedition provided a paradigm shift
in my views on service learning and volunteerism. It was also on that
year that the former chairperson of NIE SLC, Siva, together with Assoc.
Prof Vilma D'Rozario, approached me to join the club and subsequently,

By Noorhafidah

take over the chairpersonship. Big shoes to fill in taking over Siva,
who himself was a household name in NIE, but I decided to take up
the challenge and sought to provide our student teachers with a
service learning experience in one way or another. I cannot express
in words the gratitude I have towards Prof Vilma and Siva and I am
thankful for their staunch support in my decisions and vision for
service learning in NIE.”
What do you intend to achieve for SLC before you graduate and
become a full fledged teacher?
SLC has provided me with many memorable moments. From the
international service learning projects to the local CIP that we work
on with schools, I take joy in realising that there are such committed
and passionate individuals in my committee. I hope that service
learning in NIE continues to multiply and become a unique experience
for each individual on campus. SLC provides the projects, but it is
our student teachers who volunteer and make such projects
worthwhile. So I really would like the club to reach out to all student
teachers to join us in our learning journeys and make full use of your
time in NIE.”
I will graduate in May next year and I have confidence that SLC
will carry on being a key link up between schools and NIE. I also
have faith that the club will develop a more impactful CIP programme
with schools and improve on what we have done so far. ”I take my
hats off to my present SLC committee and thank them for their support
and assistance, for the club will not be where it is without their concerted
efforts. Lastly, I would like to thank my vice-chairperson, Edmund, who
has been with me throughout this learning journey since our first year
in NIE as participants in our expedition project. For being the voice of
reason, I thank you. May all of us embark further on our service learning
journeys!”
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YOUTH EXPEDITION PROJECT

Project to Welligama, Sri Lanka

O

n the 1st December
2005, a team of 20
student- teachers from
the Service Learning Club @NIE
went on an International Service
Learning Project to Welligama, Sri
Lanka. Over a period of 15 days,
my team worked closely with the
teachers and students of Polwatta
School and other schools located
within the Welligama district.
Polwatta School was used as a
shelter for the victims of the

10

tsunami for many months and as
a result, many of its facilities and
equipment were in disrepair. We
wanted to make a difference in
these students’ lives and give
them hope.
Sport was chosen as the main
avenue to engage the students to
overcome their difficult memories.
The first team which went in June
2005 implemented a netball
programme, which is the national
sport for women in Sri Lanka. The

current team wanted to elevate
the status of the programme by
conducting a district level netball
tournament. Ten schools in the
district were invited to take part
in the netball tournament. The
tournament was a great success,
with Polwatta School emerging as
the Champions. There was a good
display of sportsmanship and a
perfect opportunity for them to
make new friends and foster
friendships. In preparation for the

tournament, we constructed a
brand new netball court. The
team cleared the sandy soil from
the existing court and replaced it
with new porous clay to help
prevent flooding of the court
during rain.
We installed a DVD/VCD
player, video player, a
multimedia projector and a
computer. The school is now able
to conduct IT lessons for the
students and view teaching
materials and aids such as videos
and VCDs. There was a movie
screening in the school for the
village and it was thoroughly
enjoyed by about 200 people. We
also conducted Basic IT skills
workshops for the teachers. The
teachers are now able to handle
computers with increased
confidence.
The team also set up a new
Science Garden. The rationale for
setting-up the Science garden was
to connect their Science theory
lessons to practical applications.
While constructing the garden,
we got first hand help and advice
from the students there! Yes! The
students offered us advice in
some areas and we were very
pleased to learn from them. We
also established a pen-pal
connection between Naval Base
Primary School (NBPS) and
Polwatta School involving 15

YOUTH EXPEDITION PROJECT
students. Students in NBPS wrote
letters of encouragement for their
pen-pals in Polwatta. They also
designed T-shirts for their penpals in Sri Lanka to wear. The
students in Polwatta School were
very happy and excited. They also
wrote letters and designed Tshirts in return for their
counterparts in Singapore.
The younger students were
introduced to about 50 basic
English words through
colourfully painted Word Tiles.
These word tiles were created by
students from Qihua Primary
School, Woodlands Ring
Secondary School and Naval Base
Primary School. Students from
these three schools illustrated
simple images of words like eyes,
flower, house, car and many other

words on these tiles. The team
brought these tiles over to
Polwatta School and mounted
them on the walls of the school.
The students in Polwatta School
were shown these images and
taught the meanings and the
pronunciation of these words.
The art workshop introduced
‘sand art’ to the younger pupils
and they were very excited
playing with the coloured sand
and created good art pieces. For
the upper grade students, we
conducted painting lessons. They
too were happy mixing paint and
coming up with creative art pieces.
We also conducted a Music
workshop where students were
taught how to play the recorder.
They were taught the notes,
fingering, how to use and store

the recorder. The students were
able to play a simple music piece,
“Baa, Baa Black Sheep” at the end
of the workshop.
On the last day, we held a
cultural exchange programme in
Polwatta School. Some of my team
members cooked Singapore
dishes like nasi lemak, mee soto,
chap chay, jemput jemput and a
few other dishes which were very
well- received. During the fashion
parade, we showcased our ethnic
costumes and there was a ‘dikit
barat’ performance and a
Mandarin song. As the finale, we
danced to a Hindi song
choreographed by one of our team
members. The Polwatta students
also put up three performances
which the team enjoyed.
It was a tearful farewell as
some students started tearing and

so did some of my team members.
Only then did we realize that 15
days had passed so quickly. The
Principal was very thankful for
the service we had rendered to the
school. He mentioned that the
teams from SLC@NIE had
contributed much to the school
and had brought hope to the
students affected by the tsunami.
Through this service learning
project, we have taken away
several invaluable lessons. On
several occasions, we were
required to put on our ‘thinking
caps’ to solve problems creatively.
We also learnt to adapt to the local
needs of the community and also
experienced their local lifestyle
and hospitality. We were also
amazed by the stories of how
people who had lost their whole
families and yet have picked up
enough courage and
determination to strive towards a
better life. It was really very
heartwarming and satisfying to
realise that at the end of this
service learning project, we had
made a difference in the lives of
the students at Polwatta School
and they in ours.

By Thevarajan Nagarajan
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Project to Bangalore, Maluur
By Subramaniyan Senthil of the Tamil Language Club
Mena from TL Dip
1st yr trying to paint

Building Shelves
for the library
from scratch

Building the
shelves for
the Library

Painting T-Shirts for the Kids as parting-away gifts

The library, before...

Confidence-building games

Paru from TL Dip 2nd Yr hard at painting

Kids from Jeevika Malur and us

Teaching IT to
the Jeevika
teachers

D

The banner

ecember 2005 was a very
memorable month for all
us who went on the
Youth Expedition Project to
Bangalore, Maalur. Happiness is
not in the mere possession of the
things we love; but in the joy of
achievement. Even the smallest,
simplest things can make a person
happy. Happiness is one we
cannot get in a luxurious lifestyle.
This is what 13 of us learnt in these
18 days of our stay in Malur.
Memories that will stay with us
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for a lifetime. A lesson we might
not have learnt if we had not gone
on the trip.
We called ourselves Chakra,
the wheel of knowledge. 13
chakrians were in the team. Five
of us were from the NIE Tamil
Language Club, of which one was
our leader, Prema. Though our
trip was in December, our
facilitation started in October. We
had a few meetings together, to
know one another and to mingle
with each other. We had games,

sharing sessions and outings to
create a bond among us. In
between, work was also
distributed. Everyone had a
responsibility. We had committees
for English, Mathematics, Science,
Art, Physical Education, Cooking
and Confidence Building. Each
committee had their own work to
be done before we left.
Soon, with a common aim in
mind, all of us left for Bangalore.
Back there, Prema and another
teammate were waiting to receive

us as they left three days earlier.
We found ourselves a small house
near the school which we had to
stay in for the next 18 days. There
were a lot of adjustments to be
made. For the next 18 days, that
will be our home. It was not easy
to have 13 of us from different
walks of life to be under one small
roof. But everyone made an effort
to give in and accommodate to
the others. Soon we were all able
to fit in and live together as one
big family.

YOUTH EXPEDITION PROJECT

Confidence-building games

The library, after...

We are Chakrians!

Loges [TL Dip 1st Yr]
teaching science to a
group of kids

On the second day of our trip,
we went to the school, Jeevika.
The school had almost 80 children
aged from 6 to 18. Our aim was
to instill knowledge in the
children and at the end of our trip,
set up a library for the kids. It was
a memorable day for all of us. We
were amazed at how happy and
contented the children were even
though they were not as fortunate
as us. They did not have parents
to take care of them, no proper
clothes to wear, no proper food to

eat nor facilities. 80 of them lived
in a small house, all cramped up
and stuffy. And yet, they had
nothing to complain about. They
were satisfied with what they
have. No worries, no complains
but grateful with what they have.
In fact they seemed much happier
then all of us.
The children were very
talented too. They could sing,
dance and even play musical
instruments very well. They were
so eager to perform for us. It was

great to see them in high spirits
and we enjoyed watching them.
Soon work started for
everyone. Everyday we left for
Jeevika at 8.30am. We worked at
the library each morning. Some
of us were put into carpentry to
construct shelves for the library
books while others worked on the
library, cleaning up the room and
repainting. Though it was not easy
in the beginning, soon everyone
got a hold of the job and we
enjoyed working on the library.
In the afternoon, we conducted
lessons for the children. They were
divided into small groups so that
each one of us could get the
opportunity to work with the
children.
The biggest problem we faced
was the language barrier. Most of
them neither understood English
nor Tamil. The only language they
knew was Kanadam.
Communicating with them was
not easy. However, as time passed
by, we were able to reach out to
them using hand language, very
basic English words and with
some help from the teachers. As
much as we were eager to meet
them, they were also very
enthusiastic to learn. All of us felt
that we went to India to teach the
kids. But instead, we were taught
by them to be ourselves and to
see life in a more positive way.
This became our daily routine.
We had briefing every night to
reflect about the day, to praise one
another and to learn from our
mistakes. Games, facilitations,
self-reflection and working
together brought us closer each
day. We were amazed ourselves
at how bonded our teammates
were. We loved our daily routine
and the very simple yet peaceful
life in Malur.
Everything has to come to an
end one day. We had the opening
of the library on the 18th of
December. The once dirty room

was washed, sandpapered and
repainted beautifully. Book
shelves neatly stacked up with
books. For two weeks, we had
worked hard in the library. Our
hard work was all paid off. The
children were very thankful and
surprised to see the room after
two weeks. We, Chakrians were
very satisfied and overwhelmed.
We had achieved our aim. Our
purpose of the trip was fulfilled
that very day. It brought tears to
our eyes to know that soon
everything will be over and we
had to leave.
On the last day, 22nd of
December, we went to Jeevika in
the morning to bid farewell to
everyone. We thanked everyone
who had helped us on the trip
and gave out some gifts to the
children. Looking at the children
and the library, each one of us felt
very fulfilled, proud and satisfied
that we had achieved our goals
and that we made a difference
there. The library was a part of us
that we left behind for the kids as
we set off for the airport that
afternoon.
We felt very different from
what we were 18 days back when
we first landed in Bangalore. So
much that we had learnt in these
few days. It changed the
perception of life. How grateful
we have to be to lead a normal
life in Singapore. Living in an
under developed village can
bring us all the happiness we
want which we cannot get receive
in our own homeland. We had
our own misunderstanding and
arguments. But we also learnt to
resolve them without hurting
anyone. To appreciate someone’s
effort is the biggest gift one can
give anyone. We grew as a family
in these 18 days overcoming each
and every obstacle together, now
standing tall and proud as
Chakrians. An identity that will
stay with us forever.
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Captured: It
Voices held its first ever photography competition. Here are the winning entries.
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‘A love that compels us to help others without
asking for returns…’
Shot by Shirleen Peerapun Chutatape

‘Inspirations’
Shot by Mak Wai Leng

All winners will be contacted by the Editor.

People-centred
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PSP versus iPod: Go video-gaga!

A

round this time last year, Sony released their much anticipated
portable gaming device, the PlayStation portable, or PSP for
short. Not satisfied with conquering the console games market,
Sony is hoping that the PSP will give them the edge in a portable media
market that’s already brisling with devices such as Creative’s Media
Centre and Pocket PCs.
Not slacking after the Nano, Apple too raised the stakes by unveiling
a new iPod during middle of the year. Still retaining the slim profile
of the Nano, this new incarnation boasts video playback on a 2.5inch
color display and comes in 30 or 60GB models. With these two
heavyweights in the foray, consumers now have more options available
to them. Today’s editorial will pit the PSP against the new iPod’s video
capabilities, and perhaps, help decide which is a better buy for the
consumer.
Let’s talk about the screen now. If you want to compare prematurely,
the Sony PSP screen uses a wide aspect ratio, which is better for watching
movies and TV shows that take advantage of that cinematic width.
Though PSP’s 480x272 4.3” rich colours win the video iPod’s 320x240
2.5” screen hands down, one cannot deny the fact that videos viewed
on the iPod are easier stored on the built-in hard drive. Compare it to
the video that is limited to the rather expensive and small-capacity
Memory Stick Duo.
Converting and transferring videos using iTunes is also much
friendlier than the DIY transferring to the PSP. The smaller screen also
helps iPod to have a longer battery life by a couple of valuable hours.
Though PSP are charged using wall plugs, one can easily obtain cheap
third party dual USB charger/cable which makes charging the PSP a
breeze if there’s a computer in the vicinity.
Let’s not forget the revolutionary UMD format created by Sony.
Not only does the portable supports excellent game play with its

controller and extensive library of titles, the UMD is also getting support
from big movie studios such as Disney, Fox, Universal, Paramount and
more recently New Line and HBO.
Economically however, Sony probably needs to figure a way to
overcome the readily available US$1.99 a-piece music videos and TV
episodes downloaded via iTunes Music. The iPod’s built originally for
music makes it even wiser to store 10,000 songs in its storage; rather
than spending to buy an extra memory card. In addition, the new Apple
remote control can handle the iTunes, videos and slideshows from
across the room.
On the other hand, PSP is created for the hard-core gamers; and
watching videos on the PSP is an added advantage. Navigations is
smooth, unlike the iPod click-wheel. It’s notable that one can easily
access videos by scrolling menus from the PSP’s main interface, and
playback is managed through the use of the PSP’s navigation keys.
Between the two, it’s hard to tell which would be the clear winner
– either the iPod with its physical and storage size and its iTunes store,
or the PSP with its amazing widescreen and support from movie studios
and ability to play games. Both competitively priced, only time will
tell which gadget would buy its way into the hearts of us consumers.
For me however, it’ll be the one that lets me play Lumines in between
movies.

By Siti Saodah

Enterprising
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MOVIE REVIEWS

Poseidon
Cast: Kurt Russell, Richard Dreyfuss,
Emmy Rossum
Rating: None
Director: Wolfgang Petersen
When a rogue wave capsizes a luxury
cruise ship in the middle of the North
Atlantic Ocean, a small group of survivors
find themselves unlikely allies in a battle
for their lives.
Preferring to test the odds alone,
career gambler John Dylan (Josh Lucas)
ignores the captain’s orders (Andre
Braugher) to wait below for possible
rescue and sets out to find his own way
to safety. What begins as a solo mission
soon draws others as Dylan is followed
by a desperate father (Kurt Russell)
searching for his daughter
(Emmy Rossum) and her fiancé (Mike
Vogel), a young couple who hours before
couldn’t summon the courage to tell him
they were engaged and now face much
graver challenges. Along the way they
are joined by a single mother (Jacinda
Barrett) and her wise-beyond-his-years
son (Jimmy Bennett), an anxious
stowaway (Mia Maestro) and a
despondent fellow passenger (Richard
Dreyfuss) who boarded the ship not sure
he wanted to live but now knows he
doesn’t want to die.
Determined to fight their way to the
surface, the group sets off through the
disorienting maze of twisted steel in the
upside-down wreckage. As the unstable
vessel rapidly fills with water, each must
draw on their skills and strengths they
didn’t even know they possessed, fighting
against time for their own survival and
for each other.
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Nanny McPhee

Ultraviolet

Cast: Emma Thompson, Colin Firth, Kelly
Macdonald
Rating: Rated PG for mild thematic elements,
some rude humour and brief language
Director: Kirt Jones

Cast: Milla Jovovich, Cameron
Bright, Nick Chinlund
Ratings: Rated PG-13 for sequences
of violent action throughout, partial
nudity and language
Director: Kurt Wimmer

Nanny McPhee is the 18th governess employed in the
Brown household, after the death of his wife left Cedric
Brown to rear seven children on his own. These children,
who seem to have been born within about eight years
of one another, are a lawless tribe dedicated to driving
away nannies.
Cedric starts getting mysterious messages: "What
you need is Nanny McPhee." They are followed by
Nanny herself, a formidable and foreboding presence
who seems to command magical powers and quickly
whips the children into shape. She has a set of rules for
them to learn, and a frown that terrifies them. Soon, all
is peaceful, even at bedtime in the dormitory room the
kids all share.
The Browns inhabit a big old country house with
countless architectural grotesqueries and lots of gardens
and staircases. Cedric Brown is the local funeral director,
in debt and counting on an inheritance from his rich
Great Aunt Adelaide who has made one stipulation:
He must marry within 30 days.
As plans for the marriage advance, Nanny McPhee
admirably improves the behaviour of the Brown children,
and here’s a funny thing: Every time she succeeds in
getting one of her rules enforced, a wart disappears from
her face. She also seems to be slimming. By the end of
the movie, she will look like the Emma Thompson we
know and love, and not a moment too soon.
Who will Cedric marry? Will the children turn into
model kids? All of these questions are answered in due
time, in a movie that embraces eccentricity as a social
value.

This movie is set in the late 21st century
in which a subculture of humans who
have been modified genetically by a
vampire-like disease (Hemophagia) have
emerged. This disease gives them
abilities such as enhanced speed,
incredible stamina and acute intelligence.
As they are set apart from "normal" and
"healthy" humans, the world is pushed
to the brink of worldwide civil war (a
war between humans and hemophages)
aimed at the destruction of the "diseased"
population. In the middle of this crossfire is Ultraviolet (played by Milla
Jovovich), an infected woman who finds
herself protecting a nine-year-old boy
who has been marked for death by the
human government as he is believed to
be a threat to humans.

By Michelle Heng
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By Jarrod Chee

A Short History of Nearly Everything
By Bill Bryson
Whoever thought that a book on science would be such
an entertaining read?
If you had told me that I would find the beginnings
of the Universe to the naming of the periods when
dinosaurs roamed mildly interesting, I would have
scoffed at the idea. That is, before I had this book in my
hands, of course.
Bill Bryson highlights, in his wildly entertaining
passages, how scientific luminaries like Einstein, Halley
and Darwin helped shape the way we perceive science
and their contributions to what we know about the
Earth, our Universe and even ourselves. What I like
about this book is that it brings all you need to know
about how these discoveries were made, and why they
are important.
Need further proof that this would be a valuable
read? Then read his section on Cells and you will be
amazed at the number of interesting facts you can blast
at your students the next time you teach them. For
example, did you know that most living cells last no
more than a month? But a liver cell can last for years by renewing components of themselves
from time to time.
If your answer to that is no and you are thirsty for a good read, look no further than this book.

Partners in Learning

BOOK REVIEWS

The Time Traveler’s Wife
By Audrey Niffenegger

Audrey Niffenegger weaves together an excellent science
fiction adventure along with timeless romance, revealing
a poignant tale of love and longing imbued by the chronic
displacement of time. The story is fashioned into a series
of monologues by Clare and Henry, each slowly
unravelling their resonanting love for each other.
Since their serendipitous meeting when Henry was
36 and Clare was 6, their constant meetings and subsequent
love leave Clare a piteously longing for Henry. That longing
transcends the book when he reluctantly goes – timetravelling. Rather than a possessing a super power, his
time travelling is more of a curse. Brought on by moments
of stress, he is forever leaving and catapulting naked into
an unknown moment of his own past. His visits tend to
lead him to important events or people in his own life hence his adult visits to the young Clare, occasionally he returns to a younger self and has repeated
painful visits to the scene of the tragic car accident when he was six, that killed his beloved mother.
The novel is an unashamed sentimental tear jerker. There is a dark inevitability that adds to the
tension. Henry is trapped by his 'gift' - he cannot alter the past, present or the future. He longs to
be able to live only in the present and he and Clare desperately search for a medical treatment for
the disorder as it becomes increasingly apparent that it is killing him. A book worth reading for such
a moving, unusual storyline that Niffenegger so skilfully weaves.
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Move Over, Gym Junkies!

T

here is a new craze in town:
guys with washboard abs
dig it; chicks who dig guys
who dig it, very much dig it; and
even Paris Hilton digs it. We have
all heard the hype. Wakeboarding
is definitely the new ‘in-thing’.
Getting a nice tanned and toned
body whilst flaunting your
bikinis/boardshorts (and actually
putting them to good use) or
washboard abs (so all the time at
the gym didn’t go to waste). Since
when did getting a total body
workout become so much fun? It
is a thrilling sport that requires a
lot of mind over matter (trust me
on that), balance, stamina, and
whole lot of swimming; albeit,
with a hefty price tag. But it still
beats running monotonously on
a treadmill at the gym. Here is the
lowdown on the ‘Who, What,
Where, When, How and Why’ of
wakeboarding.

Dummy’s guide to Wakeboarding
(For the uninformed, the not-so-informed, and the misinformed)
1. Wakeboarding is for, well,
almost everyone
Yes, that includes the short;
the delicate; the fat (and
everyone in between!).
You should, however,
abstain from getting yourself
hurt if you are a preggo*,
weak-hearted, if you can’t
take strenuous sport, or if
you’re plainly accidentprone.
2. Know your gear
Tools of the trade that you
will be handling.
3. Wakeboard terminology
So you’re keen to talk the
talk and walk the walk. Be
prepared to be confused by

a multitude of technical
jargon and specialised
terminologies. You’ll find that
these terms and phrases will
be cited religiously as you
progress. It’s almost like
learning a new language!
4. Where
Beginner courses range from
$80 - $260 depending on the
location, boats and duration.
There are currently a few
schools scattered over
Ponggul marina, East Coast,
Batam etc. For a cheap and
quiet place to learn or
practice your skills, one
recommendation would be
to pay $80/pax that entitles
you to a whole day at the

Cable Ski Park Waterfront
City in Batam, lunch included
(another good thing about
going to Batam is the cheap
duty-free goods you can
purchase over there).
5. What to bring?
Here’s a simple checklist for
all the fun you can have:
• Towel
• Extra set of clothes
• Bikini - for the girls
• Boardshorts – an essential
piece of garment to add
that little cushion to your
fall
• Bottle of sunscreen
• Slippers
• Your favourite pair of
shades - for the
cool/pseudocool/glam/pseudo-glam

Basic Wakeboarding Equipment
Wakeboard

• MP3 player/MD
player/CD walkman/(or
for the ancient) Cassette
player
Ropes & handles

• Bottle of Yoko-yoko – for
the muscle aches you get
from NOT stretching
For more information, you
may like to check out
www.wakeboard.com.sg.

Fin

Bindings

Helmet

Gloves

Life Vest

*preggo – slang for pregnant woman

By Michelle Heng
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NIE Student
Teacher Helped
Team Singapore
Win Gold

I

n the recent 23 South East Asian
Games in Manila, Team
Singapore won a record 42 gold
medals. To add to the golden haul,
Singapore athletes also won 32
silvers and 55 bronzes making a
total of 129 medals. This is Team
Singapore’s best performance in
any of the SEA Games outside of
Singapore. NIE takes this
opportunity to congratulate Team
Singapore, especially the medal
winning athletes and officials who

have put in much effort to prepare
for the Games and performed in
excellent form.
Amongst the athletes at the
Manila Games are some student
teachers from NIE. These national
athletes from NIE represented the
country in a variety of sports such
as archery, basketball, dragon boat,
fencing, and wushu. NIE is proud
of these national athletes who have
tried their best to perform and win
for Team Singapore.

Most notable among these
athletes is Ruth Ng Yi Lin, a Year
1 BSc(Ed) PESS student, who
together with her teammates, won
the women’s foil fencing team
gold. This achievement was also
special because the team ended a
16-year gold medal drought in
SEA Games fencing. The team
triumphed 44-39 over Vietnam in
the finals to give Singapore this
long-awaited gold medal on the
last day of the fencing competition.

Ruth’s contribution to this
achievement was well recognised
with headlines in the local press
like “Ruth Gets Ruthless” (The
Straits Times, 2 Dec 2005). NIE
congratulates Ruth for this fine
performance and wish her more
success in her chosen sport.

Alan Ch’ng (Ast/P)
Assoc Dean, PE and FP Planning

Inter-School Games Report

Ultimate Frisbee Team

T

he excitement to compete
against and excel in sports
for the Inter School Games
can be seen throughout all the
faces of those who participated
and sacrificed their times during
the holidays between November
till 9th December to train and
achieve their best for NIE. This
year, NIE clinched the second
spot in overall placing against all
the schools in NTU after wearing

Get down with the Floorball team

through weeks full of action and
high spirits. They competed
valiantly to maintain their record
of winnings since the past few
years. Athletes among trainee
teachers selected by the PESS club
to represent NIE flourished in
sports; namely soccer, floorball,
basketball, softball and ultimate
frisbee. The adrenaline rush and
tempo against time and
opponents were well rewarded

with pleasant winnings and pride
for NIE. Although NIE could
achieve much better in the overall
standings, our impact and
competitiveness is always feared
throughout NTU in terms of
sports. With adequate training,
team spirit, physical and mental
strength, NIE will definitely
secure the best position in NTU
sporting events. Let us continue
to unite and raise the flag for

team NIE in the Inter School
Recreational Games. Glory glory
team NIE!

By Fariz Husni
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